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The Chevron Enjoy Science Project recently organized a press conference to launch the Maker
Faire Bangkok 2018, Thailand’s first full-scale Maker Faire. Led by Ms. Kullprapa Navanugraha,
Vice President, National Science and Technology Development Agency (NSTDA), and Ms. Hatairat
Articharte, Policy, Government and Public Affairs Manager, Chevron Thailand Exploration and
Production, Ltd., the event promoted a maker culture in Thailand and inspired Thai youth to become
innovators that contribute to positive societal change.

Chevron Enjoy Science and NSTDA Announce
Maker Faire Bangkok 2018 — the Largest Maker Faire
in Southeast Asia
Chevron, the National Science and
Technology Development Agency
(NSTDA), and maker communities in
Thailand, have joined forces to hold
the “Maker Faire Bangkok 2018”,
which will showcase an extensive
array of innovative and creative
projects by makers on 20-21 January
2018 at The Street Ratchada.
The event will bring together a full
spectrum of inventions from Thai and
international makers, offering great
opportunities for youth, parents and
faire goers to experience the process
of tinkering and making firsthand. The
event will also provide a platform for
makers to share ideas and promote
maker culture in Thailand. Such
collaboration is important to driving
the country towards a technologyand innovation-driven economy under
Thailand 4.0.
The event is part of the Chevron
Enjoy Science Project, which is
enhancing the effectiveness of
Science, Technology, Engineering and
Mathematics (STEM) education for
Thai youth. STEM subjects are widely
known to be key drivers in the move
towards creating an innovation-driven

economy, and for more than two-anda-half years, the project has been
working to strengthen STEM education
through interactive classrooms and
informal STEM education activities,
including Enjoy Science Career Fair in
Science Caravans and Maker Spaces.
The project is also raising awareness
about the critical importance of STEM
education to the future of Thailand
and encouraging students, parents,
and educational professionals to apply
STEM knowledge in everyday life.
Although Chevron and NSTDA have
teamed up in the past to conduct Mini
Maker Faires, the level of interest and
participation has resulted in Thailand
hosting its first full-scale Maker Faire.
The event will showcase more than
100 inventions from amateur and
professional makers, and participants
will have a chance to network and
create with other makers from around
the world, conducting hands-on
activities and workshops. Another
exciting fist will be the inclusion of a
zone for Kid Makers, where children
can enjoy making and tinkering
activities.
In discussing the launch event,

Ms. Hatairat from Chevron and Ms.
Kullprapa from NSTDA shared their
thoughts on the Thai maker culture,
explaining that Thai people are natural
makers, as many traditional Thai toys,
tools and equipment are made from
natural materials and local wisdom.
Nowadays, it is critical for Thailand to
strengthen its competitiveness in the
global market. Introducing maker culture
through activities that strengthen thinking,
experimentation and implementation
skills will inspire Thai youth to come up
with innovations that benefit the country.
They are confident that this event will
enhance Thailand’s readiness to become a
maker hub in Southeast Asia.
Among the highlights of the launch
event will be professional makers
sharing their insight and experiences.
Mr. Prasertsak Detudom, the founder of
ayarafun.com, which is a Thai makers’
online community, and Mr. Anon
Thongtem, Technical Manager at Pinn
Creative Space, and a professional maker,
shared similar viewpoints when discussing
the upcoming event, noting that strong
maker communities are essential to the
growth of a maker culture, and that by
providing a platform for makers to meet
up and exhibit their inventions, the
maker community can grow. As makers
see what others are making, they will
be inspired and tapped into their own
creativity.

The Makers and their innovations

Maker Faire Bangkok 2018 will be
held on 20-21 January 2018 and is
open to youth, parents and the public
to experience a wide range of activities,
exhibitions, and workshops.
For more information, please
visit Facebook: Maker Faire Bangkok,
www.bangkokmakerfaire.com or www.
enjoy-science.org.
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Chevron Enjoy Science presents research
findings on STEM education
at the 3rd International Conference on
Innovation in Education

Ten years ago, few people knew about the concept of a ‘maker.’
But after hearing about the concept, Mr. Anon Thongtem, a
professional maker and Technical Manager at Pinn Creative
Space, became interested in becoming a maker.
His maker career arose from his strong interest in technology
and his passion to invent new things. He knew that many people
wanted to be a maker, but could not find opportunities to do so.
He decided to pursue a maker career with Pinn Creative Space
because he wanted to share his maker experience with others
and to give them opportunities to invent things.

The Chevron Enjoy Science Project team joined
the 3rd International Conference on Innovation
in Education (ICIE 2017): Building Professional
Learning Community in Improving Science
and Technology Education, hosted by Mahidol
University’s Institute for Innovative Learning, and
presented key research findings conducted by its
master teachers. Presentation topics included:

“I believe that everyone is a maker by nature. There is a
perception that makers are those who make use of technology
to develop innovations. This is not true. Innovations are derived
from thinking, designing and implementation. Makers can create
arts or craft by using technology to improve the work procedures
and to save time. They still need maker skills to create a perfect
masterpiece,” Anon said.

•

He added that “the heart of maker culture is trial and error
until the final product is completely satisfactory. It helps sharpen
your thinking, analysis, experimentation and communication
skills. Sometimes we need help from our team members and
other makers to share thoughts, experiences and insights. If we
provide a platform for makers and the public to meet up, this will
strengthen maker community networks in Thailand.”

The Maker Faire Bangkok 2018 event in January 2018 will
be an exciting event that brings together many makers and
showcases amazing inventions.
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At the conference, Ms. Supanwadee Prasong, an
Enjoy Science teacher from Suratpittaya 2 School,
Surat Thani province, was awarded a Distinguished
Poster Presentation Award for Classroom EvidenceBased Practices for her presentation called
“The development of activities based on inquirybased learning and the three levels of chemical
representation about Stoichiometry for 11th grade
students.

←
←

In his opinion, Thailand’s maker communities and culture will
grow stronger because of the support from the Chevron Enjoy
Science Project and NSTDA’s effort to improve STEM education
for Thai youth. “In the past, maker communities were small,
and communication between these communities was limited.
Sometimes I wanted to talk to other makers but did not know how
to contact them. This posed obstacles to the growth of the maker
communities. The Mini Maker Faire event, held by the Chevron
Enjoy Science Project and NSTDA, was the starting point for
bridging our communities, and it offered great opportunities for
makers to share their innovations with others. In addition, the
Young Maker Contest opened up new opportunities for new
makers to share their passion and helped the maker communities
to grow stronger,” Anon shared. He went on to say that “It also
offered a stage for Thai youth to practice their skills and apply the
knowledge gained from their classroom to invent new things that
benefit their communities,” and that he believes the event “will
help people to understand that makers are not just robot makers.”

•
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